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CrossBreed Holsters Founder: 

Mark Craighead
July 14, 1969 - August 24, 2012

CrossBreed® Holsters, LLC  was started in 2005 by Mark Craighead. An avid shooter, 
re-loader, and CCW permit holder, Mark was introduced to firearms by his father as a young boy. 
His interest and involvement with firearms, particularly handguns, continued throughout the 
years. Through much trial and error, Mark became familiar with holsters, learning what worked 
and what did not. After collecting the proverbial “box of holsters”, Mark decided to design his 
own and incorporate the best features and discard all of the non-functional design elements. 
The result of these efforts had Mark hand-crafting a new breed of holsters. Within just a couple 
of years, Mark’s holsters had achieved such popularity that his company, CrossBreed® Holsters, 
gained national recognition as a maker of some of the best and most functional concealment 
holsters available on the market today. Each holster is hand made and hand molded by craftsmen 
personally trained by Mark. They continue to pass on those skills, tradition, and attention to 
detail to the new generation of craftsmen that have joined the company. CrossBreed® Holsters 
raised the standard for customer service in the holster industry by offering a two week try-it-free 
guarantee and a lifetime warranty on most items. This service continues today with each and 
every holster that goes out the door. CrossBreed® Holsters’ customers are customers for life. 

Mark was often asked about the origin of the name CrossBreed® Holsters. He was never ashamed 
to answer that. Although there is some reference to the hybrid nature of his designs, the larger 
meaning behind his company’s name references the Lord Jesus  Christ and His sacrifice upon the 
cross which was made for all mankind. Mark was called to be with his savior on August 24, 2012. 
At a young age of 43, Mark touched many lives with the success of his business and in his own 
way, he Carried the Cross for many of his friends and family. In an interview before his passing, 
Mark was asked what he would most like to be remembered for and in his way of always thinking 
of others first he stated: “Touching other people’s lives in a positive way and making a difference. 
Because that, no matter where you are at in life, is really more important than business success, 
finances, any of it! I don’t care what your financial level is. When you learn to bless other people, 
you truly get blessed yourself.” Mark’s passion for his business, his customers, and the industry 
was great and we honor Mark with every holster that is crafted for you, the customer. The Craig-
head family would like to thank you for your continued support of CrossBreed Holsters, they are 
committed to promoting that same passion throughout the company as they continue on with 
Mark’s vision of providing the absolute best concealed holster on the market today.
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While that is an individual question, here are some 
general guidelines... 

SuperTuck® - Overall the best choice and most popular model. It is 
adjustable and tuckable. The SuperTuck® was intended for all day, 
every day carry. If you are right handed, it can be worn from right 
at the hip to the 5 o’clock posistion. However, it is not designed for 
crossdraw or appendix IWB carry.

If the SuperTuck®  does not accommodate your firearm or you are 
looking for different options, CrossBreed® Holsters offers a wide 
variety of IWB and OWB Holsters, Ankle Rigs, as well as alternative 
holster options. These include the Modular Belly Band,
Last Ditch, and the patented Bedside Backup. We are
positive you will find the perfect holster that fits your
individual needs.

Founder Mark Craighead best summarized what makes Cross-
Breed® Holsters special to their customers...

WHICH HOLSTER IS BEST FOR ME?

“When you pull your holster out of the 
package, what I want you to feel is quali-
ty; and that’s what we deliver. The moment 
you touch it, I want you to understand that 
that was made for you.”  -Mark Craighead      

SuperTuck®

IWB Holster





The Founder’s Series was designed to commemorate the legacy of our 
Founder, Mark Craighead. 

From the custom logo to the unique leather used in every Founder’s product, the Founder’s Series is meant to give you the most comfort-
able carry of any Crossbreed® holster. The CrossBreed® Founder’s Series is 100% vegetable tanned leather using no dyes or lacquers. 
The hides then have natural oils and tallows applied under pressure giving each hide and each piece a unique and distinctive appearance. 
The leather pieces range from a dark chocolate brown to a lighter tan with accented grain. The natural oils accent the grain and struc-
ture of each piece, resulting in a beautiful piece of leather that will withstand moisture, sweat, and environmental conditions. These 
oils also aid the leather in forming to your body when worn, resulting in a very quick break in period. Due to the natural characters of 
the leather, each piece will show wear from daily use. Over time these marks will accent the rustic feel and look of the Founder’s Series. 

The Founder’s Logo is going back to our roots when Mark Craighead stamped a simple cross on each holster to symbolize his faith and 
devotion. We have combined the original cross stamp and Mark’s signature to set apart the Founder’s Series of holsters and belts.

Executive Gun Belt Crossover Gun Belt SuperTuck IWB MiniTuck IWB Freedom Carry IWB Appendix Carry IWB SnapSlide OWB

F O U N D E R ’ S  S E R I E S  L I N E U P



Hand Dyed Cowhide Black
Our Hand Dyed Cowhide is selected especially 
for CrossBreed® Holsters by our leather suppli-
er. We dye it black and buff it to a perfect finish 
by hand. The leather’s superior quality is the 
key to offering great stability combined with 
extreme comfort.

Founder’s Series
The CrossBreed® Founder’s Series is stamped 
with the founder’s signature logo and is 100% 
vegetable tanned leather using no dyes or lac-
quers. The hides then have natural oils and tal-
lows applied under pressure giving each hide and 
each piece a unique and distinctive appearance.

Natural Horsehide
Comes from hides tanned in USA and made from 
the extremely sought after Shell Cordovan and 
used to make some of the finest leather prod-
ucts in the world. Horsehide is a more dense, 
tighter grained leather making it more moisture 
resistant than other types of leather.

Making the best holster on the market means doing a lot of little things that other companies do not. To ensure top quality 
finished goods, we start with top quality components. We are proud to offer three different and distinct leather options, selected or 
tanned especially for CrossBreed® Holsters to suit each individual’s needs and comfort.

PREMIUM LEATHER OPTIONS:



I W B  H O L S T E R S
[  I N S I D E  T H E  W A I S T B A N D  ]



MiniTuck®

The MiniTuck® is designed and ideally suited for smaller firearms such as 
the Ruger LCP, Sig 238, and other pocket pistols. The MiniTuck® is stable, 
comfortable and extrememly concealable. It features a premium leather 
backing with a molded and mounted kydex pocket and includes a “combat 
cut” standard on each holster. This holster is designed to be carried to-
wards the rear of your draw side.

SuperTuck®

The Crossbreed® Holsters’ SuperTuck® continues to be the leader in the industry 
of IWB holsters. It is our most popular rig and is adjustable for ride depth AND 
cant. Often Imitated, Never Duplicated, Crossbreed’s® hand molding process sets 
Crossbreed® Holsters apart from all other kydex holsters and ensures a perfect fit 
and retention each and every time.

With its “tuckable” capability, the SuperTuck® allows you to conceal comfort-
ably in a pair of shorts with an untucked shirt as well as your best business 

suit with a tucked in dress shirt.



Freedom Carry
The most versatile IWB holster in the 
Crossbreed® lineup.  The slim design 
of this holster gives you the freedom 
of a comfortable carry, while being 
supported by the locking clip design.

Appendix Carry
Designed for popular small to medium 
framed firearms.  Features a leather 
backer and a CrossBreed® hand-mold-
ed pocket to ensure a perfect fit.  It 
comes set at a straight drop for optimal 
carry at the front of the body on the 
strong side, but the versatile design 
allows the cant to be easily adjusted for 
the cross draw position. 

Mini Appendix Carry
With softer leather and smoother cor-
ners, the Mini Appendix Carry Holster 
was designed specifically for smaller 
framed firearms. This holster has no 
cant, giving it the perfect draw angle for 
carrying on the front side of the body.

MicroClip
The MicroClip is a single clip design 
IWB holster weighing less than 4 oz. 
This allows it to offer a minimum foot-
print at maximum comfort for small 
guns. The MicroClip is well known for 
working with the Ruger LCP, KelTec 
P3AT, Kahr P380 and similar guns. 

QwikClip
The QwikClip is designed to be put on 
and taken off with ease. It features a 
single wide clip which slips over the 
belt and pants to allow on/off without 
threading the belt. Just loosen your 
pants a bit and slip it on. It has three 
settings: FBI, straight, as well as the 
cross-draw position.

Light Defender Series 2.0
Redesigned with a smaller backer, 
the Light Defender Series 2.0 Holster 
allows for IWB concealed carry of a 
light-bearing firearm. This is the only 
holster that is able to accommodate a 
full-size rail-mounted light.



 

O W B  H O L S T E R S
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DropSlide
The DropSlide features the 1.75”  belt 
slots that work well with 1.25” and 
1.5” belts. It’s designed to keep your 
firearm tight against your body. The 
leather backer was designed to allow 
for a lower riding, comfortable out-
side the waistband Carry.

SnapSlide
With its flat back and well spaced 
belt loops, the SnapSlide pulls your 
gun in very close, offering maximum 
concealment. The tall and wide plat-
form is also very stable. It will not sag 
or droop away from the body in the 
grip area as so many generic belt hol-
sters tend to do. Your gun stays flush 
against you and out of the way, com-
pletely hidden under a loose garment 
until you need it.

MiniSlide
The CrossBreed® MiniSlide is intend-
ed to offer the user a close riding, 
very concealable option for small 
guns such as the Sig 238, Ruger LCP 
and S&W BodyGuard 380 series.

MaxSlide
The MaxSlide by CrossBreed® is de-
signed for those times you want to 
carry your Judge or Governor while 
out in the woods hunting, camping 
or hiking. The MaxSlide 3 slot holster 
can be worn in one of two positions. 
Most common is the standard behind 
the hip with a slight forward cant. The 
second option is a slight reverse cant 
for crossdraw wear. With the size and 
weight of the Judge and Governor, the 
drawing grip is of utmost importance 
in controlling the firearm. 

SuperSlide
Staying in tradition of the IWB Su-
perTuck®, the comfort of the Super-
Slide is second to none. The design 
of the holster pulls the gun and grip 
in tight to the body, with the proper 
concealment garment the gun and 
holster are virtually undetectable. 
The SuperSlide allows you to carry 
in the normal position on your strong 
side or,  if you prefer, it can also be 
carried in a crossdraw position.



M A G A Z I N E  C A R R I E R S
[  I W B  |  O W B  |  P O C K E T  ]

Carrying spare mags is always a good idea and frankly, sometimes a life saving decision.
CrossBreed® Holsters is pleased to provide multiple options for doing so.



IWB Mag Carrier [ Single & Dual ]
You carry your firearm Inside The Waistband, and CrossBreed® makes 
it easy and comfortable to bring along extra ammo. An IWB Mag Carrier 
allows you to carry up to two extra magazines in a hand-molded Cross-
Breed® Holster.

Gideon Pocket Mag Carrier
With the Gideon Mag Carrier you will 
feel confident knowing no matter 
where you are or what you are wear-
ing you will have an extra mag at your 
finger tips.  EJ Owens of Legally Con-
cealed worked closely with Crossbreed 
Holsters to design the perfect pocket 
mag carrier for concealed carry.

Speedloader Case
The reduced ammo capacity of re-
volvers makes it more likely that 
you’ll need to reload in a hurry, and 
the best way to do that is by using a 
speedloader. But how do you carry 
one so that it’s both hidden and easy 
to access? With the CrossBreed® 
Speedloader Case.

OWB Mag Carrier [ Single & Dual ]
With a cut down backer, optional forward cant, and more exposed mag-
azine to grasp, reloads are swift and sure when using our OWB Mag 
Carriers. Great retention ensures your mag stays put and a high ride 
keeps it concealed under a light cover garment.



Ankle Holster
Ankle Holsters by CrossBreed® offer a deep concealment option for small to medium firearms, including some re-
volvers. These holsters, designed by the CrossBreed® Team, offer a padded ankle section for greater comfort and an 
adjustable Velcro® Brand Fastener thumb break. This ensures a secure carry in rigorous activity and the ability to draw 
your firearm with ease. Other features include a full calf support strap with height adjustment to ensure a proper fit 
and to keep the firearm from riding down.

Ankle Holsters by CrossBreed® are available in micro, small, and medium sizes to accommodate a wide range of
firearms. Please check the gun listing on our website to find the correct holster to fit your firearm.

Pocket Rocket
The Pocket Rocket is a great way 
to conceal and carry one of the 
oh-so-popular micro pistols such as 
the Ruger LCP, Sig 238, KelTec P3AT, 
and similar size firearms. The holster 
is designed to fit in almost any pock-
et. The kydex mold gives good reten-
tion of the firearm so it will not fall 
out of the holster. The Pocket Rock-
et features a square leather backer 
made to be positioned AWAY from the 
body, to yield

ALTERNATE CARRY OPTIONS:

Cargo Pocket Rocket
The Cargo Pocket Rocket is a larger ver-
sion of our popular Pocket Rocket and 
is designed to holster a medium size, 
single stack firearm including the Glock 
43 and Springfield XDs in cargo pockets. 
It combines a horsehide leather backer 
and a handcrafted kydex pocket to cover 
the trigger guard. This ensures your fire-
arm is safe and secure when holstered. 
The leather is backed with Pac SkinTM to 
keep the holster from sliding around in 
your pocket.



G U N  B E L T S
[  E D C  |  T R A I N I N G  |  D R E S S  |  L A D I E S  ]

The best holsters work better when supported by a solid belt designed specifically for carrying a firearm.
CrossBreed® Belts offer the perfect pairing of style and function featuring the best belt materials and

exceptional buckle quality.



Classic Gun Belt
The Classic Gun Belt is crafted with two layers of top quality leather; recessed stitched 
cross grain. This creates a strong, sturdy belt with superior support for your carry needs and 

flexibility for comfortable everyday wear. These are available in three leather options 
and three buckle finishes.

Crossover Gun Belt
CrossBreed® has designed a sturdy yet dignified slide buckle that is stylish enough for formal 
wear or robust enough to work in the woods. The belt is custom made to your exact specifica-
tions using your choice of two hand oiled leather colors, five stitch color selections, and six 
buckle finishes.

Flat Black Magpul Flat Dark Earth Midnight BronzeTungstenBrushed StainlessPolished Gun Metal

Gunmetal Gloss Gunmetal Matte Gunmetal Bronze

Executive Gun Belt          
The Executive Gun Belt is a fashionable and professional option for those who favor a more 
polished look. The belt is custom made to your exact specifications using your choice of 

two hand oiled leather colors, five stitch color selections, and three buckle finishes 
embossed with a CrossBreed® logo.

Nickel Stainless Brass



Instructor Belt w/ Velcro®

This features a Velcro® Brand Fastener instead 
of a hook and hole design with four inches of ad-
justment for an exact fit. This buckleless design 
boasts comfort, a sharp and professional ap-
pearance, and the utmost stability and comfort. 

Western Belt
This belt now features a tasteful double stitch 
design. The belt looks great with casual western 
attire, or select the plain buckle for a more tradi-
tional dress option. This comes with your choice 
of buckle, hardware, and stitching colors.

Ladies Reversible Carry Belt
Designed by the ladies of CrossBreed® to 
specifically meet the needs of female carry, 
this belt is both high fashion and high func-
tion; showcasing a combination of features 
you will not find anywhere else.

Reversible Nylon Belt
This 1.5” dual layer nylon belt is constructed of 
rip-resistant nylon with 5 rows of stitching to 
provide needed support when concealing. They 
are available in Coyote Brown & Black or OD 
Green & Black.

Reversible EDC Underbelt
This belt combines our top quality, double layer 
design with a Velcro® Brand Fastener lining al-
lowing for use with a duty belt or reversed as a 
great concealed everyday carry belt.

Responder Series Crossover Belt
This belt is the perfect combination of Cross-
Breed’s reputation for rugged reliability cou-
pled with our support for First Responders na-
tionwide and is available in the Thin Blue Line 
Edition or the Thin Red Line Edition. 



M O D U L A R  S Y S T E M S
[  H O L S T E R S  |  C A R R I E R S  ]



Modular Belly Band w/ Modular Holster
CrossBreed® Holsters is proud to announce the second generation 
of the Modular Belly Band in conjunction with I.C.E. Firearm Training 
Services and Rob Pincus. The Modular Belly Band incorporates an 
additional length of elastic band that extends over the CrossBreed® 
Modular Holster. This provides additional support for the holster and 
firearm. The additional length of band firmly secures smaller firearms 
while offering the necessary support for wider and heavier firearms.

Modular Holster
The Modular Holster provides posi-
tive retention and absolute stability 
for your firearm when mounted to 
our Modular Systems. A nice bonus is 
that it can also be mounted on var-
ious surfaces with applied Velcro® 

Brand Fastner such as the underside 
of a desk or the console of a car.

Pac Mat & Mini Pac Mat w/ Modular Holster
Keeping your firearm safe and secure at all times is essential when 
carrying concealed, and is especially important when carrying off body. 
The Pac Mat offers a way to carry in briefcases, messenger bags, bug-
out bags, backpacks, etc. 

The Pac Mat is a combination of a CrossBreed® Modular Holster and 
a sturdy kydex flat panel lined with loop Velcro® brand fastener. The 
Modular Holster ensures that your firearm stays secure while keeping 
foreign objects out of the trigger area. Its position on the flat panel 
can be adjusted to accommodate different bags and draw preferences. 
The same holster can be used with other modular systems from Cross-
Breed®. The Pac Mat is available in Right or Left hand draw. 

The Pac Mat by CrossBreed® is available in two sizes.
Pac Mat: 8”x 9”  or  Mini Pac Mat: 6”x 6”.



Bedside Backup w/ Ohai Modular Holster (Included)
Our unique design offers a modular and secure method for keeping a 
firearm within easy reach at your bedside. The BedSide Backup also 
folds flat for easy packing and traveling for nights in those motels that 
are not quite in the part of town we thought they were. 

Ohai Modular Holster
The Ohai is a vast improvement over the 
floppy, cloth or nylon holsters found in 
CCW bags. It provides positive retention 
and absolute stability for your firearm.  
When you reach in for your gun, it will 
be there, not shifted around to some 
corner of the bag.  The Ohai can also be 
mounted on various surfaces containing 
loopside Velcro® Brand Faster.

Purse Defender w/ Modular Holster
The Purse Defender is designed to go inside your favorite purse or hand 
bag, so no more ugly concealed carry purses! The Velcro® brand fas-
tener lined kydex panel fits securely in your purse or other bag, and 
keeps the gun and purse stabilized. This means that it will not spill over 
or cause your purse to tip like many of the concealed carry purses on 
the market today. Combined with our handcrafted Modular Holster, the 
Purse Defender ensures your firearm is safe, secure, and always in the 
same spot in your purse or bag.

The Purse Defender system comes complete with the L-Shaped panel 
and a CrossBreed® handcrafted Modular Holster.  It is available in left 
or right hand and for a wide variety of small to medium sized hand-
guns. The Purse Defender measures 9” wide x 6” tall with the base of 
the assembly being 3” wide. Also available is the Small Purse Defender 
measuring 7.25” wide x 4.75” tall with the base of the assembly being 
2” wide.



Ohai Mag Carrier
Having a spare magazine available is 
essential on the range or in the event 
you have to protect yourself or your 
family. Complementing the Ohai Hol-
ster, the Ohai Mag Carrier will fit next 
to your gun in your carry bag, on your 
Bedside Backup, or anywhere you may 
need to secure it.

Last Ditch
Designed at the direct request of several 
law enforcement officers, the Last Ditch 
allows the uniformed police officer to 
carry a back up gun within easy reach 
on his vest and completely concealed. 
Based on our popular Ohai Modular Hol-
ster, the Last Ditch is intended to attach 
to the Velcro® portion of an officer’s bal-
listic vest and can be further secured by 
your vest’s elastic closure band. 

MaxOhai
Expanding on the popular Ohai Mod-
ular Holster, CrossBreed® Holsters 
now offers the MaxOhai specifically 
designed for the S&W Governor and 
the Taurus Judge.

Modular Mag Carrier
Modular Mag Carriers can be used with the Cross-
breed® Modular Systems. These carriers are 
backed with hook Velcro® and will stick to any 
loop Velcro® surface.

Modular Flashlight Carrier
The Modular Flashlight Carrier allows you to have 
your light in a set location mounted to the Cross-
Breed® Modular Systems or any place
you decide to put an optional piece
of loop side Velcro®.

Modular Handcuff Carrier
Designed at the direct request of several law 
enforcement officers, the Modular Handcuff 
Carrier allows the uniformed police officer to carry 
a backup set of handcuffs within easy reach on his 
vest and completely concealed.

Modular OC Carrier
The Modular OC Carrier allows you to have your 
OC in a set location mounted to the Crossbreed® 
Modular Systems, or loop side Velcro®.



 

A C C E S S O R I E S
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SnapLok Clip:  Black or Brown
This powder-coated steel clip is designed 
to go over the belt, and hold your holster 
secure. This allows you to put on and take 
off your holster without removing your belt. 
(Sold In Singles)

J Hook Clip 
This clip goes down BEHIND the belt and 
then hooks up at the bottom preventing the 
holster from drawing out with the gun. This 
clip is more discreet than the SnapLok.

V Clip 
This clip is placed on the pants and sits 
completely behind the belt. The front of the 
clip is faced with “hook” Velcro® and needs 
a Velcro® backed belt to attach to. 

QwikClip Clip 
Keeping a spare clip on hand is always a 
good idea. This clip is designed for the Qwik-
Clip holster only and is not compatible with 
any other holster offered by CrossBreed®.

Replacement Holster Hardware
This is a set of mounting hardware for our 
various holster and mag carrier clips. The 
set of hardware is a great backup in case a 
clip were to fail.

Loop Velcro® Brand Fastener 
We have three different options to best 
suit your needs. Qty 2, 6.5” x 1.5” - To be 
attached to the back of a current belt. Qty 
1, 7” x 6” - For the Last Ditch, Belly Band or 
Purse Defender Holster. Qty 1, 14.5” X 6” - 
For the Bedside Backup or Ohai Holster.

Hook Velcro® Brand Fastener 
Velcro® Brand Fastener, hook side. Avail-
able in 6”x6”.

UltiClip 3 
The UltiClip 3 is the perfect addition to any 
of our holsters and incorporates a slotted 
center and second attachment hole to of-
fer a more versatile mounting solution.



Carry The Cross T-Shirt 
These 50% cotton, 50% 
polyester shirts are cool, 
comfortable and have
high quality printing.
Available in black.

Long Sleeve T-Shirt
These 50% cotton, 50% 
polyester Gildan shirts
are quite comfortable
and have high quality
printing.
Available in navy blue.

FlexFit CrossBreed® Flag Hat 
The CrossBreed® FlexFit Flag Hat features the 
CB logo embedded in the flag showing of our 
pride in the greatest country in the world.

Carry The Cross Rugged Hat 
Our Rugged Hat is a great addition to your 
wardrobe when you want to show everyone 
that you “Carry the Cross”.

“The Original” PVC Patch 
Show your support for CrossBreed® with 
this Velcro® backed PVC Patch. It’s perfect for 
a range bag or tactical pack.

CrossBreed® Beanie 
You can keep your head warm in the cooler 
months and still show CrossBreed® pride 
with our logo Beanie.  

CROSSBREED APPAREL:

Want More Options?
Visit our website to view 
our growing line of
CrossBreed® Apperel. 



The Ark Resister Bag by CrossBreed® offers superior electronics protection that significantly exceeds all military requirements for EMP and static 
discharge resistance including the stringent standards of MIL-PRF-81705. Previously available only to the military to protect high value guided weapon 
systems. With twenty years of proven field use, the Ark Resister Bag is now available exclusively through CrossBreed®. When heat sealed, the Resister 
Bag is also waterproof, dustproof, corrosion, and puncture resistant.   Bag dimensions: 19.5” x 22”



IWB HOLSTERS
SuperTuck®     $69.75
MiniTuck®     $67.75
Freedom Carry   $64.50 
Appendix Carry   $62.50
Mini Appendix Carry   $59.50
MicroClip    $58.50
QwikClip    $66.50
Light Defender Series 2.0  $77.95

OWB HOLSTERS
DropSlide    $50.50
SnapSlide    $48.50
MiniSlide    $47.50
SuperSlide   $52.50
MaxSlide    $58.50

MAG CARRIERS
IWB - Single Mag Carrier  $45.50
IWB - Dual Mag Carrier  $65.50
OWB - Dual Mag Carrier  $56.25
OWB - Single Mag Carrier   $36.25

MAG CARRIERS (Continued)
Gideon Pocket Mag Carrier  $24.95
Speedloader Case   $36.95

ALTERNATE CARRY
Ankle Holster (Micro/Small/Medium) $34.95
Pocket Rocket   $32.95
Cargo Pocket Rocket   $36.95
NAA Pocket Holster   $29.95

GUN BELTS
Executive Gun Belt   $74.95
Crossover Gun Belt   $89.95
Classic Gun Belt   $59.50
Western Belt   $79.95
Reversible Nylon Belt   $21.95
Instructor Belt with Velcro®  $64.50
Reversible EDC Underbelt   $49.95
Ladies Reversible Carry Belt   $64.95
Responder Series Crossover Belt $89.95

FOUNDER’S SERIES LINUP
Founder’s Series Executive Gun Belt $84.95
Founder’s Series Crossover Gun Belt $99.95
Founder’s Series SuperTuck®  $89.95

FOUNDER’S SERIES LINUP (Continued) 
Founder’s Series MiniTuck®  $82.95
Founder’s Series Freedom Carry  $84.50
Founder’s Series Appendix Carry $77.95
Founder’s Series SnapSlide   $68.95

MODULAR SYSTEMS
Pac Mat w/ Modular Holster  $47.95
Pac Mat (Assembly Only)  $14.95
Mini Pac Mat w/ Modular Holster $44.95
Mini Pac Mat (Assembly Only)  $12.95 
Modular Belly Band w/ Modular Holster $69.95
Modular Belly Band (Band Only) $34.95
Modular Holster Only   $39.95
Purse Defender w/ Modular Holster $52.95
Purse Defender (Assembly Only) $19.95
Small Purse Defender w/ Modular Holster $49.95
Small Purse Defender (Assembly Only) $16.95
Bedside Backup w/ Modular Holster $73.95
Bedside Backup (Assembly Only) $29.95
Ohai Modular Holster  $47.50
Ohai Mag Carrier   $32.75
Last Ditch    $39.95
Max Ohai    $52.50 
Modular Mag Carrier   $32.95 

PRICING GUIDE:



Prices and products subject to change.
Visit our website www.crossbreedholsters.com for the most up to date products and pricing.

MODULAR SYSTEMS (Continued) 
Modular Handcuff Carrier  $29.50
Modular Flashlight Carrier  $22.50
Modular OC Carrier   $24.50

ACCESSORIES
SnapLok Clip (Black or Brown)  $5.00 
J-Hook Clip   $5.00
V-Clip    $5.00
QwikClip Clip   $5.00
UltiClip 3    $9.99
Replacement Hardware  $3.00
Loop Velcro® Brand Fastener  $3.00
Hook Velcro® Brand Fastener  $3.75

APPAREL
Carry The Cross Logo Tee  $18.75 
CrossBreed® Long Sleeve Tee  $19.95
FlexFit CrossBreed® Hat  $23.95 
Carry The Cross Rugget Hat  $18.95
CrossBreed® Beanie   $12.95
“The Original” PVC Patch  $10.00

ARK SERIES
Resister Bag   $19.95

TO PLACE YOUR ORDER, VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:
WWW.CROSSBREEDHOLSTERS.COM

OR CONTACT CUSTOMER SERVICE AT: 888.732.5011

A HIGHER STANDARD
CrossBreed Holsters has raised the standard for customer service in the holster industry through its two-week, try-it-free guarantee 
and a lifetime warranty*. Those standards continue today with every CrossBreed holster that is manufactured and sold. CrossBreed 
Holsters ensures that every customer is a customer for life.  *Lifetime warranty does not apply to all items.

YOUR TIMELINE
Leather: First we hand select your leather. A thorough detailed inspection follows and every piece that fails in any way to meet our 
incredibly high standards is discarded.
Pockets: The pocket (Kydex) portion of the holster is then hand fit to your specific weapon. Unlike others, we never use a mechanical 
vacuum which forms a generic pocket. Our craftsman then hand fit the pocket to the leather backer, making certain the exact angle of 
cant is achieved. Perfect weapon retention is verified by hand.
Completion: A final inspection confirms that your holster is worthy of being called a Crossbreed Holster.
Packing: One more set of hands packages your holster and double checks your address. After all the effort, we want to be sure it shows 
up where you want it!



C R O S S B R E E D H O L S T E R S . C O M
INFO@CBHOLSTERS.COM

888.732.5011

CROSSBREED HOLSTERS
6955 West Carnahan Street
Springfield, Missouri 65802


